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Abstract  Öz 

Purchasing decisions in e-commerce shopping websites are highly 
influenced by online reviews. Although online reviews contain fine-
grained consumers’ opinions that reflect their preferences towards 
products; an important challenge, is that the number of online reviews 
can be very huge for fast and effective analysis. Hence, discovering the 
thematic structure of documents plays an important role in analyzing 
online reviews. The proposed system in this paper aims to discover the 
main consumer interests in online reviews on Turkish e-commerce 
websites. For this aim, a novel hybrid method combining Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and word2vec is proposed. Finally, we 
compare the performance of our work with those of several state-of-the-
art baselines on 7 datasets collected from well-known Turkish e-
commerce websites. The experimental results show how our proposed 
approach was able to provide significantly improved performance over 
baselines. Besides, our method enables us to discover very specific topics 
complying with consumer interests. 

 E-ticaret alışveriş sitelerinde satın alma kararları, çevrimiçi 
yorumlardan oldukça etkilenir. Çevrimiçi yorumlar, ürünlere yönelik 
tercihleri yansıtan ayrıntılı tüketici görüşleri içerse de; önemli bir 
zorluk, çevrimiçi yorumların miktarının hızlı ve etkili bir analiz için çok 
büyük olabileceğidir. Bu nedenle, belgelerin tematik yapısını keşfetmek, 
çevrimiçi yorumları analiz etmede önemli bir rol oynar. Bu çalışmada 
önerilen sistem, Türk e-ticaret web sitelerindeki çevrimiçi yorumlardaki 
tüketicilerin ana ilgi alanlarını keşfetmeyi amaçlamaktadır. Bu amaçla, 
Gizli Dirichlet Ayırımı (GDA) ve word2vec'i birleştiren yeni bir hibrit 
yöntem önerilmiştir. Son olarak, çalışmamızın performansını, güncel 
yöntemlerin performansıyla tanınmış Türk e-ticaret sitelerinden 
toplanan 7 veri kümesi üzerinden karşılaştırdık. Deneysel sonuçlar, 
önerilen yaklaşımımızın güncel yöntemlere göre önemli ölçüde gelişmiş 
performans sağlayabildiğini göstermektedir. Ayrıca yöntemimiz, 
tüketici ilgi alanlarına uygun çok özel konuları keşfetmeyi sağlar. 

Keywords: Consumer reviews, Latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), 
Word2vec, Semantic similarity, Topic extraction. 

 Anahtar Kelimeler: Müşteri yorumları, Gizli dirichlet ayırımı (GDA), 
Word2vec, Anlamsal benzerlik, Konu çıkarımı. 

1 Introduction 

Consumer reviews are vital for e-commerce businesses. 
Understanding consumers’ affecting factors, so that, managing 
consumers based on these factors is inevitable for the  
e-commerce world [1]. Recently, e-commerce websites which 
provide user textual reviews containing rich information on 
different products gain trust from potential consumers. This is 
mostly because reviews allow users to increase their 
awareness, evaluations, confidence, and information searches 
in purchasing decisions [2]. Consumer reviews contain not only 
the user’s general opinion on products but also the consumer’s 
fine-grained opinions towards various aspects of products. 
Essentially, consumer opinions are very critical as they reflect 
the consumer’s satisfaction with aspects of a product. And also, 
knowing the aspects that the consumers make reviews about is 
very critical for the brand owners to move their brands 
forward. Consequently, e-commerce companies must deal with 
huge online review texts for success.  

Understanding, organizing or modelling large collections of 
online reviews with unsupervised techniques are challenging 
problems in natural language processing (NLP) and text mining 
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systems. When consumers evaluate online reviews about a 
product, and what they are interested in, it is seen that they are 
interested in the main themes rather than words. The thematic 
representations of user reviews can be efficiently used to 
summarize, visualize and explore the preferences of 
consumers. Therefore, discovering essential thematic 
representations of online reviews with unsupervised 
techniques is a key research problem for the improvement of e-
commerce systems. 

LDA is the most used topic model which provides the thematic 
representation of documents in an unsupervised manner. In 
LDA, the documents are modelled as a mixture of latent topics 
which are learnt by exploiting document-level word co-
occurrences [3]. Although it is claimed that topics are 
semantically coherent, LDA considers only word co-occurrence 
distribution in the corpus, not the semantic knowledge it 
contains [4]. 

The core of our proposed work is to develop a knowledge-based 
system for discovering fine-grained topics that users review 
about a given product. Considering that in e-commerce the 
discovered topics from online reviews are the main influencers 
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of consumer purchasing decisions and the producer sales 
strategies; a topic model developed for this purpose is as 
successful as it semantically reflects the preferences and 
thoughts expressed in user comments. In this study, we tried to 
reveal user preferences about several products which are 
obtained from leading product review websites in Turkey. As a 
consequence of these, we aimed to discover semantically 
coherent and meaningful aspects of online reviews with the 
proposed method which combines LDA with Word embeddings 
which is called WES-LDA. 

In recent studies, word embeddings are efficiently used to 
represent documents as low-dimensional vectors that can 
capture the semantics of the documents. The embedding word 
vectors contain the semantic and syntactic similarity between 
words in the training corpus. Word2vec developed by Mikolov 
et al. [5] is one of the most popular methods to learn word 
embeddings. Therefore, in our proposed work, the word2vec 
method is applied to obtain a semantic representation of online 
reviews. Online reviews are clustered due to their word2vec 
representations. In every new cluster of reviews, the number of 
included documents tells us how much common information 
the cluster contains. So, the size of clusters has been included in 
the LDA model as a new parameter.  

To summarize, the contribution of this study is as follows: 

i. To represent influencers of e-commerce consumers 
semantically and coherently, we take advantage of the 
word2vec and topic model based knowledge-based system, 

ii. The semantically similar documents are merged then 
similarity information is incorporated into the LDA as a new 
adaptive semantic parameter, 

iii. The model is domain-independent. To prove domain 
independence, we introduce 7 real-world online review 
datasets in Turkish from different domains, 

iv. We made comparisons with the state-of-the-art baselines. 
The experimental results indicated that our proposed 
method performs better in comparison with the baselines. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2, reviews 
the relevant literature. Section 3 describes the proposed system 
in detail. The experimental study with its results is discussed in 
Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. 

2 Background and literature review 

2.1 Influence of e-commerce on consumers 

E-commerce websites with reviews provided have become an 
important channel to make purchasing decision on a wide 
range of products. Therefore, determining and representing the 
influencers in the reviews has become very important task. 
More recent studies have concentrated on this point. 

Yang et al. proposed to measure benefits of reviews for users by 
applying LDA to 35 million reviews in five categories from 
Amazon [6]. They evaluated results qualitatively and 
quantitatively and they came to this conclusion as certain 
aspects were not provided any extra information in terms of 
helpfulness. Guo et al. attempted to discover insightful topics in 
tourism domain which effected consumer satisfaction by means 
of user generated contents [7]. The experimental dataset 
included 266,544 user reviews for 25,670 hotels, which settled 
in 16 different countries. LDA extracted 19 topics to judge 
customer satisfaction and determine which factors were 
decisive in decision-making process. Heng et al. run LDA on that 
customer reviews on grocery products obtained from Amazon 

to learn factors affecting customers’ online food shopping 
decisions [8]. The dataset contains 1,048,576 reviews from 
2004 to 2014. Based on experiments, it was concluded that 
those four latent topics: amazon service, physical feature, 
subjective expression, flavor feature has impact on consumers’ 
online shopping decision. Li et al. examined the effects of online 
reviews on product sales using joint sentiment-topic model 
which provided richer representation of user reviews [9]. The 
experiments were performed on 88,901 user reviews on 794 
tablet computer products or SKUs. The authors extracted 
hedonic experience and hardware as positive topics and user 
interface and logistics, and customer service as negative topics 
from these reviews. Mou et al. performed the LDA on consumer 
feedbacks from cross-border ecommerce to uncover 35 topics 
which are play crucial role for both buyers and sellers [10]. In 
another study, the authors applied LDA again on consumer and 
firm feedbacks from cross-border e-commerce context to 
understand consumers’ opinions to benefit both consumers 
and firms [11]. The dataset used in this study was multilingual 
such that while feedbacks of firms were in Chinese, the 
feedbacks of consumers were in English. They extracted thirty-
five topics from each datasets and selected five most informant 
among them. In [12] authors proposed to discover latent 
dimensions in online user reviews in terms of customer 
satisfaction and also relationship between extracted latent 
factors and consumer satisfaction. In evolutionary step, 30 
latent dimensions was extracted with LDA that was run on 
51,110 online reviews from 1,610 different restaurants. Xu 
applied Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to reviews of the 
sharing economy and hotel industry to extract decision-making 
factors from user reviews [13]. The datasets, they used, were 
obtained from Airbnb for the sharing economy and Expedia for 
the hotel industry. For each dataset, eight influential topics and 
terms associated with these topics were uncovered. 

With extracted topics, the effects of different topics on users 
were examined. Lang et al. proposed to evaluate benefits and 
costs of fashion renting by using real renting experiences of 
consumers [14]. To achieve this goal, they collected positive 
and negative consumer reviews from three popular fashion 
rental companies and applied LDA to these two datasets. While 
positive reviews were evaluated based on experiential value, 
financial value, ease of use, negative reviews were evaluated 
according to unsatisfied service, disappointed product 
performance, insufficient inventory topics. 

2.2 LDA with word2vec 

All existing approaches based on combination of topic model 
and word embeddings are quite different from ours in that topic 
extraction is realized by word embedding representation of 
documents. Further, when the literature is evaluated from 
another angle, it is seen that the studies differ mostly in terms 
of distributions. Approaches are either dirichlet based, 
Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture based, Gaussian based or so on 
with symmetric dirichlet coefficient. In WES-LDA topic 
extraction is realized on clusters of documents which are 
combined based on word embedding based similarity. On the 
other hand, to reflect the effect of semantic clustering, we 
injected the size of cluster into the model as an asymmetric 
dirichlet coefficient. 

In [15] authors were pioneered in using LDA and word 
embedding together to extract semantically related topics. 
Since while the documents are considered as mixture of word 
embeddings and a topic has a multivariate Gaussian 
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distribution over embeddings, this method has brought a 
different perspective to the topic models. Based on the 
assumption that using latent feature (LF) representation for the 
original features provides outperforming results in NLP 
studies, in [16] authors devised two new topic models for short 
texts. In [17]’s study three topical word embedding (TWE) 
models were proposed to learn different word embeddings 
under different topics for a word, because a word could connote 
different meanings under different topics. To achieve this aim 
LDA was implemented firstly then word embeddings were 
obtained based on three versions of the TWE. In TWE1, topics 
and words were translated to topic and word vectors 
separately by using skip-gram and obtained vectors were 
combined for topical word embeddings. TWE2 trained topical 
word embeddings from word-topic pairs directly with skip-
gram. TWE3 used skip-gram to learn word vectors and used 
TWE1 to learn topic vectors. Among these three models, the 
most successful one was the simplest method, TWE1. Niu et al. 
claimed that probability was not a good way to represent 
features and LDA provides statistical information about co-
occurrences of features in the corpus [18]. Therefore, they 
proposed Topic2Vec, which was the combination of neural 
probabilistic language model (NPLM), Word2Vec and LDA. In 
the model, by using LDA pre-trained topic labels were obtained 
as contextual information. Then these labels were included into 
the topics and all of them were trained with neural network 
language model to learn embeddings. In [19]’s paper, Gaussian 
Mixture Topic Model (GMTM) in which soft clustering was 
applied over word embedding representation of documents 
was proposed. GMTM assumed that Gaussian components 
coincide with latent topics on the embedding space and word 
embeddings on short text corpus were obtained with log-linear 
model. Wang et al. employed a hybrid method by using 
Word2Vec and LDA together to provide enhanced document 
representation. While statistical relationship between 
documents and topics were acquired with LDA, contextual 
relationship was acquired with Word2Vec [20]. Hu and Tsujii 
proposed a latent concept topic model (LCTM), in this model, 
unlike LDA, a latent topic had a probability distribution over the 
latent concepts rather than words and each latent concept had 
a Gaussian distribution over the word embeddings [21]. Li et al. 
carried out TopicVec by combining LDA with word embedding 
to improve topic coherence [22]. Moody formed lda2vec to 
acquire coherent topics. The proposed model learned per-
document representations from embedded word, topic and 
document vectors by preserving semantic knowledge [23]. 
Word embeddings that were incorporated into the GPU-DMM 
was learned from external large documents. Batmanghelich et 
al. took advantage of von Mises-Fisher distribution (vMF) for 
modelling word embeddings for representation and used 
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) and Stochastic Variational 
Inference (SVI) as a base topic model [24]. Their model was 
called as sHDP. With sHDP they aimed to decide topic count 
flexibly and explore semantic relation between embeddings. Li 
et al. presented Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) and 
generalized P´olya urn (GPU) model based topic model (GPU-
DMM) enriching with auxiliary word embeddings for short 
texts [25]. Indeed, besides LCTM, they offered Non-Interactive 
Contained LDA (nIcLDA) which was a non-interactive topic 
model used word embeddings as constraint to refine topics. 
Xun et al. formed Correlated Gaussian Topic Model (CGTM) to 
model topics as Gaussian distributions in the word embedding 
space and to learn topic correlations over continuous Gaussian 
topics [26]. In their models, obtained latent features were 

injected into LDA and one-topic-per document Dirichlet 
Multinomial Mixture (DMM) to improve the topic-to-word 
mapping. In [27] the authors developed two document-
enriching methods for extracting topics from short texts. The 
first method, which was called as Co-Frequency Expansion 
(CoFE), assumed high co-frequent words had high probability 
under the same topic. The second method Distributed 
Representation-based Expansion (DREx) used word 
embeddings to expand documents. Law et al. suggested Latent 
Topical Skip-Gram (LTSG) which was based on polysemous 
word embeddings [28]. Polysemous-word models and topic 
models were learnt mutually in this model. While polysemous-
word embeddings were obtained from word embeddings and 
global topic embeddings, topic word distribution was learnt by 
using polysemous words. Experimental results showed that 
LTSG outperformed state-of-art methods on text classification 
and topic mining. Garcia-Pablos et al. proposed an almost 
unsupervised model, W2VLDA, in which topic modelling was 
combined with continuous word embeddings and a Maximum 
Entropy classifier [29]. Zhao et al. enacted a novel topic model 
that customized a multi-layer Gamma Belief Network for deeply 
representation of topics to reveal inter-topic and intra-topic 
structures [30]. Shi et al. proposed topic models, semantics-
assisted non-negative matrix factorization (SeaNMF) and 
sparse SeaNMF (SSeaNMF) were solved with block coordinate 
descent algorithm [31]. For this, the semantic knowledge, 
which included relationship between the words and their 
contexts, was extracted by using a skip-gram. Viegas et al. 
presented a new document representation with pre-trained 
word embedding for non-probabilistic matrix factorization 
(NMF) for topic modelling [32]. The proposed model called as 
Cluster of Words (cluWords) used word embeddings to 
enhance document representation with semantic and syntactic 
relationships according to neighbor relationships among 
words. Besides, importance of obtained cluWords was 
measured with TF-IDF scheme to represent topics. Li et al. 
devised Topic Modeling and Sparse Autoencoder (TMSA) a 
mutual learning mechanism by unifying topic models and word 
embeddings to improve interpretability of extracted topics 
[33]. In TMSA, autoencoder with back propagation mechanism 
was used to feedback word embeddings from global topics and 
local context. Al-Janabi et al. proposed to improve 
approximation of conditional distribution using word 
embedding based semantic similarity for semantically related 
topics [34]. 

3 Proposed method 

3.1 Pre-processing 

The main goal of the pre-processing is to improve the quality of 
data by transforming text from human language to machine-
readable language. The main characteristic of user reviews is 
electronic word-of-mouth behavior. Therefore, white spaces, 
numbers, symbols, emoticons, capital letters, character 
repetitions, typo errors, abbreviations commonly occurred in 
these type of documents. These type of usages should be 
handled so seriously for accurate analysis of documents [35]. 
For this reason, noisy labels such as urls, white spaces, 
numbers, symbols, emoticons are removed from documents; all 
letters are converted to lower case because of case sensitivity; 
abbreviations are expanded. Character repetitions and typo 
errors are corrected with Zemberek-Turkish Natural Language 
Processing Library [36]. Punctuations and diacritics, that are 
considered useless, are also removed from documents. 
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Stopwords are quite often occurring, informative words that 
appear in documents. The only task is to assist in the creation 
of the documents; stopwords are also removed from them. Out 
of these pre-processing steps, stemming is applied to the 
documents for reducing words to their base or root form. 

3.2 Extraction of word embeddings 

Learning what a word means is very crucial for natural 
language processing studies and provides the addressing of the 
word-sense ambiguity problem in a broader and deeper way. In 
recent years, word embedding has emerged as an important 
method used in document representation. Since, for a word, 
Word embedding can capture the context of this word in the 
document that the word refers to and can explore the semantic 
and syntactic relation associated with the other words in the 
document. It is well-documented that the similarity of word 
embeddings reflects many different relations between the 
given words, e.g. synonymy, antonym, hypernym or hyponymy 
[37]. 

The main purpose of WES-LDA is to strengthen the probability 
distribution from LDA by incorporating semantically similar 
documents into the model. In order to obtain semantic 
similarity, we model documents semantically by representing 
each word with its context vector obtained with skip-gram.  

Skip-gram which is an n-gram based model is a learning model 
in Word2vec [38]. Skip-gram model realized a neural network 
(NN) architecture and has three layers namely input, 
projection, and output. By using this architecture, the Skip-
gram model takes a particular word as input and predicts the 
context words as output. 

The reason why we use skip-gram is that the context of the 
document can be captured independently of n-grams for 
similar documents [39]. In this study, we utilized pre-trained 
word embedding which was trained on Wikipedia pages for 
Turkish. 

3.3 TF-IDF matrix calculation 

In the remaining steps, the documents are analyzed according 
to a term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) 
matrix which is generated based on the word embedding 
vectors. The similar documents are clustered by using the TF-
IDF matrix.  

Although TF-IDF is an old method, it is still one of the most 
commonly used vectorization algorithm for text documents. 
TF-IDF regards two documents as similar if these two 
documents share not only uncommon but also distinctive 
words. While the distinctiveness of a word is directly 
proportional with number of passes over the relevant 
documents, is inversely proportional with number of passes 
over the whole collection. 

3.4 Similarity calculation and knowledge extraction 

In order to improve LDA, it is intended to be: documents having 
semantic relationship with each other should be in the same 
cluster together and the knowledge obtained from these 
Semantic Co-occurence Clusters is used for improvement of the 
LDA. In the proposed model, semantic similarity is calculated 
over word embeddings however combining is applied over 
original documents. By combining similar documents together 
in the same cluster, with the idea that semantically similar 
documents are mentioning about the same topics, so 
semantically related words together and co-occurrence 
relation of LDA strengthen with the semantic similarity. If we 

explain this through user reviews in the corpora, we can take 
these two words “tat” and “lezzet”. These two words are not in 
the same user reviews in the corpora. However, for these two 
words word embedding vectors include both “lezzet” and “tat” 
together, so the sentences include these two are combined, and 
the likelihood of these two words appearing under the same 
topic is increasing. Of course, an optimization criterion for 
putting documents in the same cluster should be applied. 
Similarity greater than 0.5 is accepted as optimization criterion 
for merging two similar documents. 

3.5 Merging documents 

For each Semantic Co-occurrence cluster, the documents that 
make up the cluster are merged and one document from each 
cluster is obtained. Based on the clusters, number of documents 
in the corpora is decreased. 

3.5.1 Topic extraction 

LDA is one of the most prevalent generative probabilistic topic 
models, discovers the latent topics with relative words for each 
topic from consumer reviews [40]. Because of the idea that 
priors have no significant effect on the LDA, in almost all studies 
in the literature symmetric Dirichlet priors are used to extract 
topics. However, in this study, asymmetric Dirichlet priors are 
used to learn document topic distribution from user reviews. 
There are two reasons for this. One is that it is demonstrated 
that considering asymmetric Dirichlet priors to learn document 
topic distribution gives the best results in terms of model 
performance [41]. The other is that two documents are 
semantically similar, and the topic distributions of documents 
cannot be assumed to be independently sampled. Nevertheless, 
in this study, semantically similar documents are combined into 
a single document so; there is no significant similarity between 
the new documents composed. Accordingly, the topic 
distributions of documents can be sampled independently and 
asymmetric Dirichlet priors are used to learn document topic 
distribution in WES-LDA. The generative process of WES-LDA 
for each merged consumer review is described as follows: 

Algorithm 1: The generative process of WES-LDA 

1: for each topic k, k ∈ [1,K] do 

2:   Determine the distribution of words within topics: ϕk ∼ 
Dirichlet(β) 

3: end for 

4: for each merged consumer reviews g, g ∈ [1,G] do 

5:  Determine the distribution of topics within consumer 
reviews: 

6:  θg ∼ Dirichlet(αu) 

7:  for each word wc in consumer review g do 

8:   Randomly choose a topic from the distribution over 
topics in step 5: 

9:   zg,c ∼ Mult(θg) 

10:   Randomly choose a word from the step 2: wg,c ∼ 
Mult(ϕk, zg,c) 

11:  end for 

12: end for 
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For the model introduced the conditional posterior probability 
of topic k in document g given z as: 

𝑝(𝑧𝑔,𝑐 = 𝑘|𝑧¬𝑔,𝑐 , 𝛼𝑢)

= ∫𝑑𝜃𝑔𝑝(𝑘|𝜃𝑔)𝑝(𝜃𝑔|𝑧¬𝑔,𝑐 , 𝛼𝑢)

=
𝑐𝑔,𝑘 + 𝛼𝑢

𝐶𝑔 − 1 + 𝐾𝛼𝑢
 

(1) 

In the Equation (1), p(zg,c = k | z¬g,c, αu) is the probability of the 
assignment of current word cg in consumer review g to each 
topic, conditioned other than all other words c¬g. In the 
denominator 1 is subtracted from Cg number of words in 
document g due to the current word is not included. From 
Equation (1), full conditional distribution p(zg,c = k | z¬g,c,w) is 
calculated as follows: 

𝑝(𝑧𝑔,𝑐 = 𝑘|𝑧¬𝑔,𝑐 , 𝑤) =
𝑐𝑔,𝑘 + 𝛼𝑢

𝐶𝑔 − 1 + 𝐾𝛼𝑢

𝑐𝑤,𝑘 + 𝛽

∑ 𝑐𝑤′,𝑘 + 𝑉𝛽𝑤′𝜖𝑉
 (2) 

In Equation (2), second ratio indicates the probability of topic k 
in document g. cw,k is the number of times word w is assigned 
to topic k in the whole consumer review collection. The number 
of times topic k is used in the whole consumer review collection 
but not including the current word is cw′,k. 

4 Experimental study 

This section describes the experiments conducted with the 
purpose of extracting semantically related topics from user 
reviews. Each performance analysis is carried out with seven 
different Turkish datasets, which are first used in this study. 
The evaluation metrics computed for all the experiments in this 
work are topic coherence and TF-IDF coherence, for 
interpretability of topics’ semantics. In addition, we put forth 
extracted topics to show semantic relation and the ability to 
capture details. The experiments are conducted in Netbeans 
IDE 8.1 for Windows using the Java language. 

4.1 Datasets 

To evaluate the ability of topic extraction which is achieved by 
WES-LDA, we use 7 different datasets in Turkish which have 
not been previously used in any study. The datasets are in 
different domains, and they represent different aspects of real-
world user reviews. The hotel dataset is received from a known 
website otelpuan.com. The remaining six datasets, which are 
tea machine, headphones, modem, mobile phone, television and 
USB in electronic domains, are from the hepsiburada.com, a 
popular e-shopping website.  

At the stage of collecting user reviews from websites, Konstanz 
Information Miner (KNIME) is used. KNIME is an open-source 
data analysis, reporting and aggregation tool, which allows data 
to be understood and workflows for data processing [42]. 
KNIME provides its user components for financial data analysis, 

text processing, time series, visualization, and so on. Besides all 
these features, it offers great convenience and simplicity for 
applications; therefore, KNIME is preferred in this study. 

Based on the [43]’s study, in WES-LDA, merged documents 
based on the similarity of word embeddings are the input of the 
LDA. It is important to select an appropriate threshold value for 
an accurate clustering to model semantic similarity accurately. 
That’s why, all possible threshold values are examined and 0.5 
is selected as the threshold value. If the similarity between the 
most similar two documents is greater than 0.5, these two 
documents are placed in the same cluster. In the document 
collections, while the maximum number of documents in the 
clusters varies, the minimum number of documents in sets is 
equal to one for each collection. After all clusters are formed, 
the documents in every cluster are merged as a new document. 

Number of reviews for original and similarity-based datasets 
are introduced, and some statistics are reported in Table 1. 

4.2 Parameter settings 

All experiments are run with 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 
iterations of Gibbs sampling and Dirichlet hyperparameters α 
and β are set to 50/K and 0.001 respectively. These are the 
common values in topic modelling studies. While the β value is 
symmetric, the α value becomes asymmetric by injecting u into 
the LDA module. For each input document, u is the number of 
the merged document to comprise this document. K, the 
number of extracted topics, is determined as 100 and every 
topic is published with the first ten words. The same parameter 
values are utilized for baselines to compare with WES-LDA 
quantitatively and qualitatively. 

4.3 Compared models 

We compare our model with six LDA models: 

 LDA: LDA is the most widely used simplest generative 
topic model and no external knowledge regarding the 
relationship between words is used to extract topics [44, 
45], 

 TF-IDF LDA: We devised TF-IDF to compare the semantic 
representation of the documents and the original 
representation of the documents in terms of semantic 
coherence and performance. The only difference 
between the models is the document representation used 
in calculating semantic similarity. As in WES-LDA, similar 
documents are merged to compose a new document and 
element count u in a cluster is added to LDA. While 
merging document for TF-IDF LDA 0.5 is selected as 
threshold like in WES-LDA. After merging documents, the 
document counts are decreases to 1540 for hotel, 367 for 
tea machine, 343 for headphones, 362 for modem, 1568 
for mobile phone, 438 for television and 801 for USB, 

 

Table 1. Statistics of the datasets. 

Dataset #Reviews 
(Original) 

Average #Word 
(Original) 

#Reviews 
(Similarity) 

Average #Word 
(Similarity) 

#Max. Reviews in the 
Clusters 

Hotel 10540 7 1588 46.45 162 
Tea machine 2485 5.93 386 38.17 149 
Headphones 2169 5.14 376 33.94 47 

Modem 2460 6.89 404 41.97 100 
Mobile phone 9409 6.1 1597 35.94 467 

Television 2931 8.78 476 54.05 76 
Usb 5455 4.15 832 27.24 636 
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 Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM): DMM models each 
document as mixture of unigrams [46]. DMM is EM based 
and takes into account the assumption that each 
document contains only one subject, 

 Biterm Topic Model (BTM): BTM extracts topics from 
documents by learning the generation of word co-
occurrence patterns (biterms) directly to improve topic 
coherence [47], 

 Lifelong Topic Model (LTM): LTM is a lifelong topic 
model which injects must-links learned automatically 
from documents as prior knowledge to obtain coherent 
topics [48], 

 topic modeling with Automatically generated Must-links 
and Cannot-links (AMC): AMC is the improved version of 
LTM with automatically extracted cannot-links to 
improve quality of topics in terms of topic coherence 
[49]. 

4.4 Evaluation metrics 

Our aim with this study is to extract semantically related topics 
from user reviews. Therefore, we compare WES-LDA 
semantically with LDA, TF-IDF LDA, DMM, BTM, LTM and AMC. 
Although perplexity is a conservative model to evaluate topic 
models by using held-out test data, it is not able to measure 
interpretability of topics based on human judgement [4]. For 
this reason, topic coherence and TF-IDF coherence, which are 
compatible with human judgements about semantic relation, 
coherency and meaningfulness of topics, are preferred in this 
study [40].  

Topic coherence measures the relevance of the extracted topics 
to the decisions of human. Topic coherence is computed as in 
Equation (3). 

𝐶(𝑘; 𝑉(𝑘)) = ∑∑𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐷 (𝑣𝑛

(𝑘)
, 𝑣𝑙

(𝑘)
) + 1

𝐷 (𝑣𝑙
(𝑘)
)

𝑛−1

𝑙=1

𝑁

𝑛=2

 (3) 

V(k) = (v1k, v2k, …, v1S) represents the list of top S words in the 
topic k. D(vn(k); vl(k)) is co-document frequency of word types vn 
and vl. 1 in the nominator is used as smoothing. D(vl(k)) in the 
denominator is the document frequency of word type vl. The 
higher value of the topic coherence, the greater the coherence 
of the extracted topics in themselves. 

Although topic coherence is a successful measure, it also 
includes some disadvantages. Topic coherence cannot capable 
of distinguishing between high frequency and informative 
words which compose the topic. To overcome this 
disadvantage, TF-IDF coherence, modified version of topic 
coherence, is proposed [50]. TF-IDF coherence is computed as 
shown in Equation (4). 

𝑐𝑡𝑓−𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡,𝑊𝑡)

= ∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
∑ 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤1, 𝑑)𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤2, 𝑑) + 𝜖𝑑:𝑤1,𝑤2∈𝑑

∑ 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤1, 𝑑)𝑑:𝑤1∈𝑑𝑤1≠𝑤2,𝑤2∈𝑊𝑡

 (4) 

In the Equation (4) Wt is the list of top words in topic t and 
tf−idf(w1, d) is the TF-IDF score of the word w1 in Wt. For a word 
w in document d tf−idf(w, d) score is calculated by the Equation 
(5). 

𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤, 𝑑) = 𝑡𝑓(𝑤, 𝑑)𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤)

= (
1

2
+

𝑓(𝑤, 𝑑)

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤′∈𝑑𝑓(𝑤
′ , 𝑑)

) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
|𝐷|

|𝑑′ ∈ 𝐷:𝑤 ∈ 𝐷′|
) 

(5) 

In the equation above, f(w, d) is the number of occurrence of 
word w in document d, maxf(w′, d) is the number of maximum 
occurrence in document d. And the right side of the equation is 
the logarithm of average number of words per document. 

4.5 Evaluation results 

In WES-LDA, the input documents of the model are combined 
by including word embedding based similarity knowledge. This 
knowledge is used to extract more coherent topics and 
meaningful topics from user reviews. To assess the qualitative 
and quantitative performance of the proposed model, datasets 
with seven different domains in Turkish are selected. Average 
topic and TF-IDF coherence of top 10 words with 100 topics is 
calculated over original datasets for LDA, DMM, BTM, LTM and 
AMC and is calculated over merged datasets for WES-LDA and 
TF-IDF LDA. 

Figure 1 shows the average topic coherence on each domain for 
50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 iteration counts respectively. Based 
on the results, we can say that merging documents based on 
similarity achieves high performance in terms of topic 
coherence. Even runs for 50 iterations, WES-LDA and TF-IDF 
LDA are more successful than 1000 iterations of LDA, DMM, 
BTM, LTM and AMC. Between WES-LDA and TF-IDF LDA, WES-
LDA is more successful. In addition, when the methods are 
examined according to increasing iteration counts, WES-LDA 
becomes more successful as the number of iterations increased. 

 

Figure 1. Topic coherence. 

Figure 2 shows the average TF-IDF coherence on each domain 
for 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 iteration counts respectively. 
This evaluation metric confirms that the similarity based 
merging achieves high performance and also confirms the 
results obtained with the topic coherence. Comparing tf-id 
coherence with topic coherence, the only difference is that TF-
IDF LDA is more successful than WES-LDA. However, it is clear 
that both methods have similar successes in terms of coherence 
and are quite successful compared to the other five methods. 
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Figure 2. TF-IDF coherence. 

In order to better understanding of consumer reviews in terms 
of factors affecting the consumers, we select top topic words 
over the topics obtained with WES-LDA. For randomly selected 
four consumer dataset top 5 topics with relative top 5 words 
are represented in Figure 3. The reason why we choose 5 topics 
among all is these topics fully reflecting the consumers’ 
satisfaction. Given that consumer reviews are in Turkish, to 
better help the understanding the topics, we translated them 
into English. By using most likely words in the topics the raised 
topics are labeled manually 

In order to make a qualitative analysis, the seven tables are 
examined separately. For instance, the top 5 topics for 
headphones dataset are acoustic, details, noise, performance, 
design. The topics and related words raised are very important 
for both potential consumers and companies in terms of 
expressing the consumers’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 
these topics. While the consumers can make decision based on 
these issues, companies can make improvements regarding the 
specified topics, if necessary. If performance is important for 
the consumer who wants to buy headphones, he will decide 
accordingly. If the reviews about the performance are negative, 
he will not buy the product and companies can improve the 
performance, or vice versa. Consequently, we make a 
generalization on the topics obtained: 

 Good performance affects awareness of consumers on 
products, 

 Good performance affects information searches of 
consumers on products, 

 Good performance affects evaluation of consumers on 
products, 

 Good performance affects confidence of consumers on 
products. 

 

Figure 3. Extracted topics. 
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In addition to all these evaluations, topics extracted with WES-
LDA are compared with subjects from other 6 baselines. 
Comparative results are reported only for headphones in  
Table 2 due to space shortage. Errors are italicized in red. 

The comparative results show that topics obtained with WES-
LDA are semantically related, coherent, meaningful, and easily 
labeled; however, the baseline results are of quite low quality. 
Consequently, when we compare the WES-LDA with baselines 
for the headphones domain; it is obvious that the topic words 
of WES-LDA provide a predominant representation of the 
headphones domain. 

5 Conclusions 

Managing consumer reviews is very important for both 
consumers and companies and is a very important subject of 
study. To accomplish this goal, this study intends to investigate 
the factors affecting consumers’ decisions in Turkish e-
commerce websites for different domains by using WES-LDA. 
Unlike other studies that only analyzed one domain, we used 
consumer reviews from seven different domains not only to 
extract the affecting factors but also to demonstrate how 
successful the WES-LDA is for each domain. In addition, this 
paper is the first to determine factors affecting consumers with 
LDA based model from Turkish e-commerce websites. 

This empirical study shows that companies can determine 
which factors affect consumers’ awareness, information 
searches, evaluations, and confidence on products easily. Using 
knowledge obtained from WES-LDA to better understand the 
consumer can help the development of the product according 
to the wishes of the consumers. Further, this paper shows that 
extracted topics can help potential consumers make an 
informed decision during the purchasing process.  

Since the LDA model only analyzes the co-occurrence 
distribution of words in the sentence, not the semantic 
information it contains, semantically relevant, coherent and 
meaningful topics cannot be generated using the LDA model 
alone. This is the main disadvantage of LDA. To address this 
defect, a new semantic LDA model is proposed in this research. 
The proposed approach to do this involves a well-known 
semantic measure derived from a set 

 of semantically comparable documents to influence the 
document-topic distribution. Instead of words, the feature 
space of documents is created using word embeddings to 
obtain semantically similar documents. Using these units to 
define the feature space ensures that semantic information is 
appropriately included in the model. Experimental results of 
the WES-LDA model show that injecting semantic similarity 
into the model results in topics that are semantically related, 

consistent, and relevant. In the future, we will evaluate our 
method in more languages with different word-placement 
algorithms to explore differences. We also plan to apply WES-
LDA to multilingual document collections. 
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